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Abstract

Temporal grounding aims to localize a video moment which
is semantically aligned with a given natural language query.
Existing methods typically apply a detection or regression
pipeline on the fused representation with the research focus
on designing complicated prediction heads or fusion strate-
gies. Instead, from a perspective on temporal grounding as
a metric-learning problem, we present a Mutual Matching
Network (MMN), to directly model the similarity between
language queries and video moments in a joint embedding
space. This new metric-learning framework enables fully ex-
ploiting negative samples from two new aspects: constructing
negative cross-modal pairs in a mutual matching scheme and
mining negative pairs across different videos. These new neg-
ative samples could enhance the joint representation learning
of two modalities via cross-modal mutual matching to max-
imize their mutual information. Experiments show that our
MMN achieves highly competitive performance compared
with the state-of-the-art methods on four video grounding
benchmarks. Based on MMN, we present a winner solution
for the HC-STVG challenge of the 3rd PIC workshop. This
suggests that metric learning is still a promising method for
temporal grounding via capturing the essential cross-modal
correlation in a joint embedding space. Code is available at
https://github.com/MCG-NJU/MMN.

Introduction
Video analysis is a fundamental problem in computer vision
and has drawn increasing attention in recent years because
of the potential applications in surveillance, robotics, and In-
ternet videos. While considerable progress has been made in
video classification (Wang et al. 2016, 2018; Feichtenhofer
et al. 2019; Wang et al. 2021) and action localization (Zhao
et al. 2017; Lin et al. 2019; Li et al. 2020), such tasks are
still limited to recognizing a pre-defined list of activities,
such as playing baseball or peeling potatoes. As videos of-
ten contain complex activities that may cause a combinato-
rial explosion if described by a list of actions and objects,
the task of grounding language queries in videos (Hendricks
et al. 2017; Gao et al. 2017a; Tang et al. 2020), as a gen-
eralization of the action localization task to overcome the
constraints, has recently gained plenty of interest (He et al.
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Query: The person opens a closet door.

The person 
closes the door.

The person puts 
it on a shelf.

A person runs 
to the window.

(a)

(b) Positive Negative (c) Positive Negative

Query Moment
Matched pairs Unmatched (inter)Unmatched (intra)

Figure 1: (a) In addition to matching moments given a query,
we propose a new auxiliary task named mutual matching to
differentiate the matched query (red dash line) among un-
matched queries intra- (green) or inter-video (purple) for
the GT moment (red box). (b) Most previous methods only
consider intra-video negative moments (green). (c) Our mu-
tual matching uses negative pairs from both modalities intra-
(green) or inter-video (purple). Best view with colors.

2019; Zhang et al. 2019; Zeng et al. 2020; Yuan et al. 2019;
Zhang et al. 2020d; Tang et al. 2020) in both computer vi-
sion and language community. Formally, given a verbal de-
scription, the goal of temporal grounding is to determine the
temporal moment (i.e., the start and end time) that semanti-
cally corresponds to the query best in a given video.

Although temporal grounding opens up great opportuni-
ties for detailed video perception by using the new language
modality to capture the complex relations between sentences
and videos, most of the previous approaches (Zhang et al.
2019; Yuan et al. 2019; Zhang et al. 2020d; Zeng et al. 2020;
Tang et al. 2020) still tackle this problem in a detection/re-
gression way with early-fusion designs, e.g., using the fused
multi-modal features to predict the offset of action moments
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from anchors; or directly regressing the desired region on
a globally aggregated multi-modal feature. These indirect
grounding methods typically ignore the essential relation be-
tween all cross-modal pairs (i.e., pairs of moment and lan-
guage queries), and they only simply utilize the IoU-based
scores between the given sentence and moments from the
same video as supervision (Fig. 1(b)). However, we argue
that the negative relations between the given moment and
other unmatched descriptions are also important for learn-
ing a joint cross-modal embedding. Intuitively, the auxil-
iary task, given a video moment with visually informative
actions, training the model to contrast the matched query
and unmatched descriptions, (Fig. 1(a)) is beneficial for the
temporal grounding task. We propose to use this auxiliary
task for the first time in temporal grounding, which shows
advantages in less extra computational cost compared with
previous auxiliary tasks. In order to model such relations
from mutual directions (Fig. 1(c)), we revisit the temporal
grounding task from a metric-learning perspective, which
allows us to directly model the essential similarity measure-
ment in joint cross-modal embedding space, rather than de-
signing sophisticated detection/regression strategies based
on the fused representation as in many previous methods.

In our metric-learning view, sentences and moments play
an equally important role in temporal grounding and both
matching directions are adopted, i.e., select the right in-
stance in a modality given the groundtruth of another modal-
ity. Thus, supervisions are constructed in a symmetric form
for two modalities by our approach (Fig. 1(c)), creating
more supervisions than previous methods. Our framework
shows several advantages: Firstly, the metric-learning per-
spective enables us to mine negative samples from a mutual
matching scheme. In this sense, an unmatched relation is
also informative by implying that this moment and sentence
should be pushed away in the joint space. To achieve this, we
adopt a cross-modal mutual matching objective to contrast
pos./neg. moment-sentence pairs inspired by a cross-modal
pretraining method (Li and Wang 2020). Secondly, we ex-
ploit much more negative samples to improve our represen-
tation learning by adopting inter-video negative samples. In
contrast, most of the previous methods only utilize intra-
video moment-sentence pairs as supervision due to the early-
fusion strategy. Finally, we model the video and language
feature in a Siamese-alike network architecture and use a
simple dot-product for cross-modal similarity computation.
Thus, our framework has less computation cost by sharing
moment features among sentences inside each video.

While using the negative pairs can lead to a better fea-
ture, the binary supervision signal itself (i.e., matched or
unmatched) is still weak to precisely rank the moments in-
side a video. In addition, although the negative pairs used
in our mutual matching scheme provide much more super-
vision signals, most of them are easy negatives (especially
the inter-video ones). So we adopt another embedding space
for learning the cross-modal similarity for precisely ranking
moments based on the IoU supervision, which enables us to
estimate finer relations (i.e., a scalar instead of a binary sig-
nal) and accurately differentiate the correct pair among hard
negatives (e.g., negative moments with high IoU). These two

complementary objectives share the same feature encoders
as backbone and have their own customized heads.

Our main contributions are three-fold: (1) We revisit the
metric-learning perspective on the temporal grounding task
in a late-fusion fashion and leverage inter-video negative
visual-language pairs. Our framework shows advantages on
both performance and training cost. (2) Our metric-learning
view enables a new auxiliary task for temporal ground-
ing, named cross-modal mutual matching to significantly
add more supervision signals. Instead of heavy additional
networks for previous auxiliary tasks, ours has a more di-
rect idea and is also more effective. (3) Comprehensive
quantitative and qualitative analyses are conducted on four
benchmarks from both temporal and spatio-temporal video
grounding tasks to show our method’s generalization ability.

Related Works
Temporal Grounding
Temporal Grounding Methods. Previous methods can be
mainly categorized into four groups: (1) Regression based
methods directly predict the boundaries (i.e., start and end)
of the target moment from the fused multi-modal features
relying on either a clip-wise boundary classification in lo-
cal regions (Ghosh et al. 2019; Opazo et al. 2020; Zhang
et al. 2020b; Chen et al. 2020a) or a direct boundary re-
gression on the aggregated global feature (Yuan, Mei, and
Zhu 2019; Wang, Ma, and Jiang 2020; Mun, Cho, and Han
2020). Some methods also introduce some heuristics, e.g.,
aggregating clip-wise actionness scores modeled by compo-
sitional reasoning (Liu et al. 2018) or taking the expecta-
tion of probability for start/end (Ghosh et al. 2019). (2) De-
tection based methods often first generate candidate mo-
ments and then evaluate them on the fused multi-modal fea-
tures (Gao et al. 2017a,b; Ge et al. 2019). Their evaluation
on moments utilize various designs, e.g., LSTM (Chen et al.
2018; Xu et al. 2019), dynamic filtering (Zhang et al. 2019;
Opazo et al. 2020) or modulation (Yuan et al. 2019), graph
convolution (Zhang et al. 2019), anchor-free detectors (Lu
et al. 2019; Zeng et al. 2020), and 2D moment map (Zhang
et al. 2020d). (3) Reinforcement Learning based meth-
ods (He et al. 2019; Wang, Huang, and Wang 2019; Wu
et al. 2020) localize the target moment iteratively by defin-
ing the state and action on the video and treating this task
as a sequential decision-making process. (4) The only previ-
ous metric learning based method (Hendricks et al. 2017)
uses a triplet loss with `2 distance as the similarity measure-
ment to match the given sentence to the correct video mo-
ment. However, it lacks both the important supervision of
negative sentence samples, i.e., our novel mutual matching
scheme and the effective relation modeling of moments, thus
achieves much worse results than ours.
Multi-modal Fusion. Many methods from the group 1) to 3)
mainly adopt a early-fusion pipeline for cross-modal model-
ing, e.g., by concatenation (Chen et al. 2018; Lin et al. 2020;
Wang, Ma, and Jiang 2020), dynamic convolution (Opazo
et al. 2020; Zhang et al. 2019; Yuan et al. 2019), cross-
attention (Lu et al. 2019; Zhang et al. 2020a), or hadamard
product (Zeng et al. 2020; Mun, Cho, and Han 2020; Zhang
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et al. 2020d). On the contrary, we use a simple inner-product
in the joint visual-language space to measure the cross-
modal similarity in a late-fusion manner. It not only enables
our mutual matching scheme, but also shows advantages in
computational cost during training by sharing the video fea-
ture among sentences in the same video.
Auxiliary Tasks in Temporal Grounding. Query recon-
struction as an auxiliary task for temporal grounding was ex-
plored by (Lin et al. 2020; Xu et al. 2019) who added a video
caption loss following image-based grounding methods (Ra-
manishka et al. 2017). Yet it introduces extra overhead of
parameters and computational cost, e.g., LSTM (Xu et al.
2019) or Transformer (Lin et al. 2020). Our proposed aux-
iliary task of mutual matching avoid the usage of the heavy
additional network and is also more direct and effective.

Spatio-Temporal Video Grounding
As the recent progress achieved in spatio-temporal action
localization (Li et al. 2020), spatio-temporal video ground-
ing (Tang et al. 2020) is also proposed as an extension of
temporal grounding. By adapting our MMN on the linked
human bounding boxes (Kalogeiton et al. 2017) for tempo-
ral trimming, significant performance gain is achieved over
the previous transformer-based method (Tang et al. 2020).

Metric Learning
The family of metric learning loss has been explored to learn
powerful representations with the supervised setting (Had-
sell, Chopra, and LeCun 2006; Khosla et al. 2020), where
the positive sample is chosen from the same class and
the negative one from other classes; or self-supervised set-
ting (Wu et al. 2018; Chen et al. 2020c; He et al. 2020),
which select positive samples with data augmentation or co-
occurrence. Different from both setting, we choose pos./neg.
samples according to the groundtruth in a supervised way,
yet we have no pre-defined categories. Furthermore, most
aforementioned methods use single-modal samples, e.g., im-
ages, while we utilize cross-modal moment-sentence pairs.
There are some video-language pre-training methods (Li and
Wang 2020; Miech et al. 2020) similar to our setting, yet
they aim to learn video-level representations in an unsuper-
vised way while we want to enhance proposal-level features
in a supervised way, where no pre-training dataset is used.
We adopt cross-modal pair discrimination loss (Li and Wang
2020) for our mutual matching scheme, where each instance
in both modalities defines an unique class and the binary
classes for cross-modal pairs, i.e., matched or unmatched,
provide us valuable supervisions. Cross-modal image/video
retrieval methods (Wang, Li, and Lazebnik 2016; Gabeur
et al. 2020) also utilize negative samples in a metric learning
framework, yet they still treat the image/video as a whole.
Thus we address a different problem from them.

Model
We are the first to use negative sentence samples to construct
a cross-modal mutual matching scheme for modeling bi-
directional matching relations between visual and language
modalities. To enable this auxiliary task, we adopt a late

modality fusion from the metric-learning prospective with
the advantage of less computational cost than the baseline.
We will introduce the details of our method below.

Problem Formulation
Given an untrimmed video V and a natural language query
S, the temporal grounding task aims to localize a tempo-
ral moment (xs, xe) that matches the query. We denote the
video as a sequence of frames V = {xi}lvi=1, where xi is a
frame and lv is the total number of frames; the query sen-
tence as a sequence of words S = {si}lsi=1, where si is a
word and ls is the total number of words. Ideally, the re-
trieved moment (x∗s, x

∗
e) should deliver the same semantic

as the sentence S. We adopt the feature vectors in the joint
space to represent sentence S and moments (xi, xj), there-
fore the inner product of visual and text features after `2-
norm should be maximized.

Architecture
Our MMN adopts a Siamese-alike network architecture with
a late modality fusion by a simple inner product in the joint
visual-language space, as illustrated in Fig. 2.
Language Encoder. Previous works commonly utilize a
LSTM (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber 1997) upon a se-
quence of word vectors embedded by GloVe (Pennington,
Socher, and Manning 2014). Yet, some concerns about un-
fair comparisons in previous methods, e.g., GloVe models
pre-trained on different corpora, motivate us to adopt a stan-
dard language encoder. We choose DistilBERT (Sanh et al.
2019) for its light-weighted model capacity. For each input
sentence S, we first generate the tokens of words by the to-
kenizer and add a class embedding token ‘[CLS]’ in the be-
ginning. Then we feed the tokens into DistilBERT to get a
feature sequence

{
fSi
}ls+1

i=1
, where fSi ∈ RdS

and dS=768 is
the feature dimension. There are two commonly used aggre-
gation approaches to get the whole sentence’s embedding:
1) global average pooling over all tokens ; 2) the class em-
bedding ‘[CLS]’. Our experiment shows that global aver-
age pooling has faster convergence and better performance
in this task, so we take average pooling as default.
Video Encoder. We extract features of the input video and
encodes them as a 2D temporal moment feature map fol-
lowing the baseline 2D-TAN (Zhang et al. 2020d). We seg-
ment the input video stream into small video clips {vi}lv/ti=1
with each clip vi containing t frames, then extract clip-level
features with an off-the-shelf pre-trained CNN model (e.g.,
C3D). We perform a fixed-length sampling to obtainN clip-
level features for each video by an even stride lv

t·N and pass
the fixed-length features through an FC layer to reduce their
dimension, denoted as {fVi }Ni=1, where fVi ∈ RdV

. Then we
build up the 2D feature map for candidate moments follow-
ing the baseline (Zhang et al. 2020d) as FM ∈ RN×N×dV

,
where we adopt the max-pooling as the moment-level fea-
ture aggregation strategy following. We also utilize the
sparse sampling strategy which removes highly overlapped
moments to reduce the number of candidate moments as
well as computation cost following 2D-TAN. Different from
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Figure 2: Overview of our framework. Different from the baseline, we adopt a late modality fusion strategy and learning the
feature embedding for moments and sentences on two independent spaces with pair discrimination and BCE losses, respectively.
The dots and triangles are the feature of moments and sentences. The red dash lines are matched moment-sentence pairs to be
pulled in, while green/purple dash lines are negative samples intra/inter-video to be pushed away. Best view with colors.

2D-TAN (Zhang et al. 2020d), we directly model the rela-
tions of moments F ∈ RN×N×dV

by L layers of 2D con-
volution with kernel size K only based on visual features.
As discussed in (Otani et al. 2020), the performance of 2D-
TAN has no significant drop when the order of input video
clips is randomly permuted (i.e., the ‘sanity check’), which
is counter-intuitive. It indicates that to some extent 2D-TAN
ignores the visual features and overfits the bias in the dataset,
such as temporal distributions of actions conditioned on sen-
tences. The design of our MMN forces the convolution fil-
ters to actually utilize the visual features.
Joint Visual-Language Embeddings. Finally, we estimate
the matching quality of each moment based on the similar-
ity of two modalities for both supervision signals (i.e., IoU
regression and cross-modal mutual matching). We adopt a
LayerNorm (Ba, Kiros, and Hinton 2016) for more stable
convergence in language feature aggregation. We use a lin-
ear projection layer or a 1x1 convolution to project the lan-
guage and visual features into the same dimension dH re-
spectively. The final representations of sentence feature are
fSmm, f

S
iou ∈ RdH

for cross-modal mutual matching (sub-
scriptmm) and IoU regression (subscript iou). Moment fea-
tures are FV

mm,F
V
iou ∈ RN×N×dH

.

fS = LayerNorm(fS1 ) or LayerNorm(
1

ls

ls+1∑
i=2

fSi ) (1)

fSmm = WmmfS + bmm, fSiou = Wiouf
S + biou (2)

FV
mm = convmm(F, 1, 1), FV

iou = conviou(F, 1, 1) (3)
where W· and b· are learnable parameters, conv·(x, k, s) is
2D convolution with kernel size k and stride s for 2D fea-
ture map x. The subscripts id or iou means the weights of
two branches are independent. Then we regard the cosine
similarity as moments’ estimation scores for both losses.

∀fVmm ∈ FV
mm, s

mm = fV T
mmfSmm

∀fViou ∈ FV
iou, s

iou = fV T
iou f

S
iou

(4)

where we enforce the embedding ||fV· ||2 = ||fS· ||2 = 1 via
a `2-normalization layer.

Loss Functions
Our MMN integrates two complementary losses: a binary
cross entropy loss for regressing the IoU and a pair discrim-
ination loss for learning discriminative features.
Binary Cross Entropy. We follow 2D-TAN (Zhang et al.
2020d) to adopt the scaled IoU values yi for each candi-
date moments as the supervision signal, as shown in Tab. 1
(IoU regression). The IoU values are linearly scaled from
(tmin,tmax) to (0,1) and truncate the values beyond (0,1).
We directly use the value of tminand tmax reported in 2D-
TAN for fair comparisons. We notice that the range of cosine
similarity is siou ∈ (-1,1), yet the IoU signal is yi ∈ (0,1). So
we adopt a commonly-used sigmoid function σ to highlight
the value change near the neutral region (e.g., yi=0.5). We
heuristically amplify the siou by a factor of 10 to make the
range of final prediction of our model pioui = σ(10 · sioui )
cover most of the regions in (0, 1). The regression branch of
our MMN is trained by a BCE loss:

Lbce = − 1

C

C∑
i=1

(
yi log p

iou
i + (1− yi) log(1− pioui )

)
, (5)

where pioui is the final score of a moment and C is the total
number of valid candidates.
Cross-modal Mutual Matching. As discussed in Sec. , our
cross-modal mutual matching creates more supervision sig-
nals for temporal grounding. By contrasting the positive
moment-sentence pairs with the negative ones sampled from
both intra and inter videos, encoders will learn a more dis-
criminative features for both modalities without any extra
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Loss Mod. IoU with GT
1 ≥0.5 <0.5 0 other vid.

MM vid. pos. - neg. neg. neg.
sent. pos. - neg. neg. neg.

IoU Reg. vid. max high low min -

Table 1: Supervision signals of our MMN. We categorize
moments/sentences as pos./neg. samples according to IoU
of this moment (or this sentence’s corresponding moment)
with the GT moment. We introduce two novel types of su-
pervisions: 1) negative sentence samples in mutual matching
scheme (row 2), and 2) inter-video negatives (column 7).

pre-training dataset. As shown in Tab. 1, our mutual match-
ing objective introduces two novel aspects of supervision
signals: 1) pairs of the ground-truth moment and pos./neg.
sentences (row 2); and 2) inter-video negative pairs (column
7). In contrast, previous detection/regression methods only
sample pos./neg. samples based on IoU signals (row 3), and
the previous metric learning method (Hendricks et al. 2017)
only has single direction of matching (i.e., only row 1) yet
lacks the important cross-modal mutual matching (i.e., both
row 1 and row 2). Specifically, we adapt the cross-modal pair
discrimination loss (Li and Wang 2020) from video-level to
proposal-level to learn features for moments fVmm and sen-
tences fSmm, where these features should be similar if the
moment-sentence pair is semantically matched and dissim-
ilar if it is semantically unrelated. We adopts the following
conditional distribution in a non-parametric softmax form:

p(is|v) =
exp
(
(fST

i fV −m)/τv
)

exp ((fST
i fV −m)/τv) +

∑Ns
j 6=i exp

(
fST
j fV /τv

)
p(iv|s) =

exp
(
(fV T

i fS −m)/τs
)

exp ((fV T
i fS −m)/τs) +

∑Nv
j 6=i exp

(
fV T
j fS/τs

)
(6)

where the ith sentence or moment define a instance-level
class is or iv , the feature embedding fS and fV are `2 nor-
malized, τs and τv are temperatures and Ns and Nv are to-
tal numbers of sampled instances in the batch. Although the
conditional distribution of video moments and sentences are
similar, their differences are non-trivial due to the selection
of negative samples, i.e.,Nv−1 negative video moments are
sampled from low IoU moments inside videos or moments
from other videos; and Ns − 1 negative sentences are sam-
pled from other sentences in the video or from other videos.
To enable a steady training process, we only adopt the mo-
ments whose IoU with ground-truth moment lower than a
threshold as negative samples (e.g.,≤ 0.5). To further reduce
the potential false negative signals, the sentences similar to
the ground-truth sentence is automatically removed from the
negative sample set, i.e., by computing their matched mo-
ments’ IoU with ground-truth moment and removing them
if their IoU ≥ 0.5. When we construct the negative sample
set, we hold an assumption that only a small portion of inter-
video negative samples (both sentences and moments) will
semantically close to the positive sample. It is reasonable if
the size of the training video corpus is large enough.

The objective of our cross-modal mutual matching is to

maximize the likelihood
∏N

i=1 p(is|vi)
∏N

i=1 p(iv|si) where
N is the total number of moment-sentence pairs for training.
The cross-correlation enables the network to effectively cap-
ture the mutual information between modalities by guiding
the learning process of feature representation learning with
the binary pair supervision. The loss function is as follows

Lmm = −

(
N∑
i=1

log p(iv|si) +
N∑
i=1

log p(is|vi)

)
(7)

Our final loss function L is a linear combination of binary
cross entropy loss and mutual matching loss, and the final
prediction score s for candidate moments given the query
sentence are these two scores’ product.

L = Lbce + λLmm, s = siou · smm. (8)

Experiments
Datasets
ActivityNet-Captions (Krishna et al. 2017) is built on Ac-
tivityNet v1.3 dataset (Heilbron et al. 2015), where videos
cover a wide range of complex human actions. It is originally
designed for video captioning, and recently introduced into
temporal grounding. There are 37,417, 17,505, and 17,031
moment-sentence pairs for training, validation, and testing
respectively. Following the setting of 2D-TAN (Zhang et al.
2020d), we report the evaluation result on val 2 set.
TACoS consists of 127 videos selected from the MPII-
Cooking dataset (Rohrbach et al. 2012). It is comprised of
18,818 video-language pairs of different cooking activities
in the kitchen annotated by (Regneri et al. 2013). A standard
split (Gao et al. 2017a) consists of 10,146, 4,589, and 4,083
moment-sentence pairs for training, validation and testing,
respectively. We report evaluation results on test set in our
experiments.
Charades-STA (Gao et al. 2017a) is an extended version of
action recognition and localization dataset Charades (Sig-
urdsson et al. 2016) by (Gao et al. 2017a) for tempo-
ral grounding. It contains 5,338 videos and 12,408 query-
moment pairs in the training set, and 1,334 videos and 3,720
query-moment pairs in the test set.
HC-STVG dataset is introduced by (Tang et al. 2020) to
spatio-temporally localize an action tubelet of the target per-
son from an untrimmed video based on a given textual de-
scription. The dataset contains 5,660 videos selected from
AVA (Gu et al. 2018) where each video has one video-
sentence pair. A standard split consists of 4,500 pairs for
training and 1,160 pairs for testing.

Experimental Settings
Evaluation Metrics. Following previous setting (Gao et al.
2017a) of temporal grounding, we evaluate our model by
computing Rank n@m. It is defined as the percentage of sen-
tence queries having at least one correctly localized moment,
i.e. IoU≥ m, in the top-n retrieved moments. There are spe-
cific settings of n and m for different datasets. Specifically,
we report the results as m ∈ {0.5, 0.7} for Charades-STA,
m ∈ {0.1, 0.3, 0.5} for TACoS and m ∈ {0.3, 0.5, 0.7} for
ActivityNet Captions dataset with n ∈ {1, 5}.
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For spatio-temporal video grounding, we report the mean
of vIoU and vIoU@{0.3, 0.5} following HC-STVG bench-
mark (Tang et al. 2020), where vIoU is computed by the
top-1 predicted tube with the GT tube.
Implementation Details. We adopt standard off-the-shelf
video feature extractors without fine-tuning on each dataset.
Our convolution network for 2D proposal feature modeling
uses exactly the same settings with 2D-TAN (Zhang et al.
2020d) (max-pool version) for fair comparisons, including
visual features (VGG feature for Charades and C3D fea-
ture for ActivityNet-Captions and TACoS), number of sam-
pled clips N , number of 2D convolution network layers L,
kernel size K and channels dV , non maximum suppression
(NMS) threshold, scaling thresholds tmin and tmax. We set
the dimension of the joint feature space dH = 256, and tem-
peratures τs = τv = 0.1. We use the HuggingFace (Wolf
et al. 2019) implementation of DistilBERT (Sanh et al. 2019)
with pre-trained model ‘distilbert-base-uncased’ for better
standardization in temporal grounding. In pair discrimina-
tion loss, we only sample negative moments lower than
IoU=0.5 and set margin m as 0.1, 0.3 and 0.4 for TACoS,
ActivityNet-Captions and Charades-STA respectively. We
use AdamW (Loshchilov and Hutter 2019) optimizer with
learning rate of 1 × 10−4 and batch size 48 for Charades,
learning rate of 8 × 10−4 and batch size 48 for ActivityNet
Captions and learning rate of 1.5 × 10−3 and batch size 4
for TACoS. We set λ of pair discrimination loss as 0.1 for
ActivityNet Captions and 0.05 for Charades and TACoS fol-
lowing the principle that both loss should contribute equally
weighted gradients. We early stop the pair discrimination
loss when we observe the performance on validation set
starts to drop. The learning rate of DistilBERT is always
1/10 of our main model. Each mini-batch has B videos in-
stead of B moment-sentence pairs, where B is batch size.

Ablation Study
Cross-modal Mutual Matching. We investigate the most
important part in our method, i.e., ‘cross-modal mutual
matching’, by ablating different types of negative samples
on both Charades-STA and ActivityNet Captions datasets, as
shown in Tab. 2. Row 1 is the baseline of our model for not
using mutual matching. Row 2 uses the same information
with previous works (e.g., intra-video moment negatives),
which shows similar performance with row 1. By introduc-
ing sentence negatives, the notable performance gain is ob-
served in row 3 to row 6 when compared to row 1 and row 2.
It proves the effectiveness of our mutual matching scheme.
Besides, we conclude some observations based on the dif-
ferences inside row 3 to row 8: (1) Due to the larger number
of negatives, only using inter-video negatives (row 4) tend to
be more effective than only using intra-video negatives (row
3), especially on smaller datasets (e.g., Charades-STA); (2)
Best results are often obtained by both intra and inter-video
negatives (row 8), and sub-optimal results are often achieved
in row 5 and 6 by discarding some specific type of inter-
video negatives. It indicates hard negative mining of inter-
video samples could be further investigated; (3) Only using
our mutual matching scheme achieves similar or better per-

BCE intra-vid. inter-vid. R@1 R@5
vid. sent. vid. sent. IoU0.5 IoU0.7 IoU0.5 IoU0.7

X 40.12 23.89 79.57 53.26
X X 40.65 24.49 77.98 55.89
X X X 43.36 26.48 81.85 57.24
X X X 46.32 26.59 83.41 56.77
X X X X 45.13 26.24 83.69 58.13
X X X X 46.91 27.46 83.09 58.36

X X X X 44.70 24.92 79.76 53.71
X X X X X 47.31 27.28 83.74 58.41

X 46.74 27.12 77.26 61.64
X X 46.43 27.75 77.63 61.68
X X X 47.52 29.69 78.17 62.50
X X X 48.26 28.75 78.82 64.49
X X X X 47.47 28.89 79.26 64.05
X X X X 48.24 28.96 78.17 62.62

X X X X 45.28 26.29 76.89 60.62
X X X X X 48.59 29.26 79.50 64.76

Table 2: Ablation on negative samples in our mutual match-
ing scheme. (top) Charades-STA; (bottom) ActivityNet Cap-
tions. Intra/inter-video means we use video moments (vid.)
or sentences (sent.) inside or cross videos as negatives.

Neg. Type R@1 R@5
IoU0.5 IoU0.7 IoU0.5 IoU0.7

Only Intra 47.52 29.69 78.17 62.50
#neg. = Intra 47.55 28.48 79.01 64.15
Intra + Inter 48.59 29.26 79.50 64.76

Table 3: Ablation on number of negatives (ActivityNet).

formance than original BCE loss on two datasets (row 7 vs.
row 1), demonstrating the powerful additional supervision
signals introduced by our mutual matching scheme.
Number vs. Type of Negatives. We have shown inter-video
negatives are beneficial by introducing much more negatives
than previous methods in Tab. 2. However, whether the num-
ber or the type of negatives is more important in our method?
To ablate this, we construct a baseline that randomly picks
the same numbers of negatives with intra-video negatives
among all intra and inter-video negatives (row 2). There-
fore, it uses the same number with only intra-video nega-
tives (row 1) in each iteration yet will eventually see more
types of negatives in the training process. Tab. 3 shows that
the performance of this baseline (row 2) is similar to only us-
ing intra-video negatives (row 1) in R@1 metrics yet is bet-
ter in R@5 metrics, indicating the importance of more types
of negatives introduced by our mutual matching scheme.
Previous Methods with DistilBERT. Two baselines
(DRN (Zeng et al. 2020) and 2D-TAN (Zhang et al. 2020d))
with DistilBERT are constructed in Tab. 4, which shows that
the usage of DistilBERT has very little impact to the final
performance of both methods. Therefore, we believe com-
parisons of MMN with previous SOTA methods are fair.
Aggregation of Text Feature. In Tab. 5 (top), we compare
two aggregation strategies for the sentence feature. While
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Charades-STA Feature R@1 R@5
IoU0.5 IoU0.7 IoU0.5 IoU0.7

DRN† C3D 43 .26 23 .95 85.43 52.82
w/ DistilBERT C3D 42.62 23.50 85 .84 53 .59

2D-TAN VGG 39.70 23.31 80.32 51.26
2D-TAN† VGG 40.03 23.15 82.18 49.89
w/ DistilBERT VGG 40.32 23.81 79.49 51.96

Table 4: Previous methods with DistilBERT. † means our
implementation.

Charades-STA R@1 R@5
IoU0.5 IoU0.7 IoU0.5 IoU0.7

Class Embedding 45.11 27.25 82.37 58.09
Average Pooling 47.31 27.28 83.74 58.41

m = 0.3 45.30 27.13 83.33 59.02
m = 0.4 47.31 27.28 83.74 58.41
m = 0.5 46.32 26.82 83.09 58.10

λ = 0.05 47.31 27.28 83.74 58.41
λ = 0.1 45.63 27.13 83.34 57.33
λ = 0.2 44.91 26.95 82.97 57.69

τv = τs = 0.1 47.31 27.28 83.74 58.41
τv = τs = 0.2 43.88 25.81 82.23 57.55

Table 5: Ablation on (top) text feature aggregations and (bot-
tom) hyper-parameters in the loss function.

many methods in NLP including BERT (Devlin et al. 2019)
directly adopt the class embedding as the representation of
the whole sentence, we find the average pooling over all
words is more robust in our task. It indicates that the scale of
video grounding datasets is limited in vocabulary size or an-
notated sentences, e.g., TACoS dataset only has a vocabulary
size of 2255 words and a training set of 10146 sentences,
while NLP pre-training datasets commonly have millions of
sentences. We empirically use average pooling as default.
Hyper-parameters. In Tab. 5 (bottom), we ablate important
hyper-parameters of pair discrimination loss like margin m,
temperature τs, τv and weight λ. Due to the small size of
Charades-STA, they do have some influences but no notable
change of the gap between our MMN and baseline (Zhang
et al. 2020d). We set them by just a few tries on each dataset.
Sanity Check on Visual Input. (Otani et al. 2020) observe
that the blind baselines which only uses training set priors or
conditional distributions of moments given queries already
outperform many previous SOTA methods. So they define a
test named ‘sanity check’ to examine the contribution of vi-
sual inputs by evaluating the performance gap between the
ordered input clips and randomly shuffled ones. We follow
this setting on Charades-STA in Fig. 3: Our model with ran-
domized visual input predicts an even lower result (37.5 vs.
37.8) than Blind-TAN (Otani et al. 2020) which does not use
any visual input. Our performance gap between ordered in-
puts and shuffled ones is also larger than 2D-TAN’s, which
means our MMN shows better result in this sanity check. It
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Figure 3: Sanity Check on the Charades-STA dataset.
†values are obtained from (Otani et al. 2020).
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Figure 4: Performance comparisons decomposed by mo-
ment length on Charades-STA, R@1(IoU=0.5).

indicates our method better exploits visual information.
Performance Comparisons by Moment Length. To fur-
ther discover our improvement over the baseline (Zhang
et al. 2020d), we decompose the performance comparisons
by the ratio of moment length over the video length in Fig. 4.
The x-axis is grouped by the moment length ratio which
stops at 0.6 because the maximum length of moments on
Charades-STA is less than 0.6. It is worth noticing that the
number of moments in each ratio interval is not balanced,
e.g., GT moments have 1020 instances in (0.1, 0.2] while
only 16 in (0.5, 0.6]. Our MMN consistently outperforms
2D-TAN in various moment lengths.

Comparison with the State of the Art
In addition to the baseline methods, we also compared more
previous representative methods and recent state-of-the-art
methods, such as (Chen and Jiang 2019; Chen et al. 2020b;
Liu et al. 2021; Zhao et al. 2021). We achieve highly com-
petitive results on three datasets in temporal grounding: Ac-
tivityNet Captions, Charades-STA and TACoS, as reported
in Tab. 7, Tab. 6, and Tab. 8. The top-2 performance val-
ues in tables are highlighted by bold or underline. Based
on the results, we have several observations. Firstly, MMN
significantly outperforms the strong baseline (Zhang et al.
2020d) by leveraging mutual matching scheme (i.e., using
both video and sentence negatives from both intra and inter
videos). As a result, it outperforms or is on par with SOTA
methods. Specifically, we compare MMN with several con-
current approaches which share the similar loss functions
or architecture with ours, i.e., IVG-DCL (Nan et al. 2021),
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Figure 5: Visualizations on ActivityNet-Captions. The first three maps shows pair discrimination score, IoU regression score
and fused score respectively, where green ‘x’ is the location of GT moment. The 4th map is ground truth IoU map. The last
map is t-SNE visualization, where the matched moment (i.e., highest IoU) is a green ‘x’ and the query sentence is a green ‘+’.
The colors of unmatched moments shows their IoU with GT moment.

Method R@1 R@5
IoU0.5 IoU0.7 IoU0.5 IoU0.7

MCN 17.46 8.01 48.22 26.73
SAP 27.42 13.36 66.37 38.15
MAN 41.21 20.54 83.21 51.85
DRN† 42.90 23.68 87.80 54.87
2D-TAN 39.70 23.31 80.32 51.26
CBLN 43.67 24.44 88.39 56.49
CPN 46.08 25.06 − −
FVMR 42.36 24.14 83.97 50.15
SSCS 43.15 25.54 84.26 54.17

Our MMN 47.31 27.28 83.74 58.41

Table 6: Performance comparison on Charades-STA (VGG
feature). †our re-production with official code is much lower
than the value reported in paper.

SSCS (Ding et al. 2021) and FVMR (Gao and Xu 2021).
IVG-DCL and SSCS use contrastive loss to align the sen-
tences and video clips, instead of sentences and moments
in MMN. Thus they lack our important auxiliary task ‘mu-
tual matching’ and ignore the important sentence negatives.
They also more complex than ours due to the additional IVG
module (IVG-DCL) or captioning module (SSCS). They
also ignore our metric-learning perspective, thus their com-
putational costs are more than their baselines, while ours is
less than our baseline. FVMR also address temporal ground-
ing from a metric-learning perspective, yet its supervision
signal is totally different from ours: 1) FVMR adopts an
additional knowledge distillation loss for faster inference
speed, while our MMN adopts a cross-modal pair discrim-
ination loss for better performance. Thus, FVMR also ig-
nores important sentence negatives and lacks our proposed
‘mutual matching scheme’. Its supervision is the same as
2D-TAN. 2) For the late modality fusion, FVMR uses com-
plex teacher models for training and a simple inner-product
for inference, while ours uses inner-product for both train-
ing and inference. 3) FVMR utilizes a complex semantic
role tree for extracting phrase-level fine-grained sentence
feature, while we use a simple avg pool over the standard
DistilBERT. We achieve better performance than FVMR on

Method R@1 R@5
IoU0.3 IoU0.5 IoU0.7 IoU0.3 IoU0.5 IoU0.7

MCN 39.35 21.36 6.43 68.12 53.23 29.70
CTRL 47.43 29.01 10.34 75.32 59.17 37.54
QSPN 52.13 33.26 13.43 77.72 62.39 40.78
SCDM 54.80 36.75 19.86 77.29 64.99 41.53
PMI 59.69 38.28 17.83 − − −
LGI 58.52 41.51 23.07 − − −
CMIN 63.61 44.62 24.48 82.39 69.66 52.96
DRN − 45.45 24.39 − 77.97 50.30
2D-TAN 59.46 44.51 26.54 85.53 77.13 61.96
IVG-DCL 63.22 43.84 27.10 − − −
CBLN 66.34 48.12 27.60 88.91 79.32 63.41
CPN 62.81 45.10 28.10 − − −
FVMR 60.63 45.00 26.85 86.11 77.42 61.04
SSCS 61.35 46.67 27.56 86.89 78.37 63.78

Our MMN 65.05 48.59 29.26 87.25 79.50 64.76

Table 7: Performance comparison on ActivityNet Captions
(C3D feature).

two datasets out of three, including the largest ActivityNet.
Secondly, it is worth noting that our framework is inde-
pendent to the moment-relation modeling network or lan-
guage encoders. Thus our MMN could be implemented in
any proposal-based temporal grounding methods and fur-
ther boost the performances of stronger baselines, e.g., MS-
2D-TAN (Zhang et al. 2020c) with multi-scale modeling.
Thirdly, our computational cost is significantly reduced
compared with 2D-TAN (Zhang et al. 2020d) due to shared
video features between sentences inside each video. The
training process of the baseline takes 36 GPU hours to con-
verge on ActivityNet-Captions dataset while ours only takes
10 GPU hours on the same GPU server. The testing cost
could also be reduced if there are multiple sentences in a
video, e.g., TACoS has hundreds of sentences per video.
Visualizations. In Fig. 5, we show the visualizations on test
set of two datasets. Invalid regions of the first three maps
are manually set to be in color ‘grey’. Due to highly un-
balanced pos./neg. samples of BCE loss in 2D-TAN (Zhang
et al. 2020d), the absolute value of top-1 result is lower than
our expectation. Yet, the gap between top-1 prediction and
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Method R@1 R@5
IoU0.1 IoU0.3 IoU0.5 IoU0.1 IoU0.3 IoU0.5

MCN 14.42 − 5.58 37.35 − 10.33
CTRL 24.32 18.32 13.30 48.73 36.69 25.42
QSPN 25.31 20.15 15.23 53.21 36.72 25.30
SCDM − 26.11 21.17 − 43.35 28.53
CMIN 36.68 27.33 19.57 64.93 40.16 32.18
DRN − − 23.17 − − 33.36
2D-TAN 47.59 37.29 25.32 70.31 57.81 45.04
IVG-DCL 49.36 38.84 29.07 − − −
CBLN 49.16 38.98 27.65 73.12 59.96 46.24
FVMR 53.12 41.48 29.12 78.12 64.53 50.00
SSCS 50.78 41.33 29.56 72.53 60.65 48.01

Our MMN 51.39 39.24 26.17 78.03 62.03 47.39

Table 8: Performance comparison on TACoS (C3D feature).

backgrounds is still discriminative for localizing moments.
We conclude that IoU scores tend to be sharp near the GT
location yet could be wrong in many situations, while pair
discrimination scores tend to cover the right location yet are
not sharp among hard negatives. These two score maps are
complementary to each other. In our MMN, IoU regression
branch is already improved by sharing the same backbone
enhanced by pair discrimination loss. The final performance
could be further improved a bit (about 0.5%) by fusing their
scores with a simple product in our experiments. In the last
map, we use t-SNE (van der Maaten and Hinton 2008) to vi-
sualize features in the joint space (dH=256) to a 2D image.
Based on the distribution of moments, we believe our joint
space has learnt an effective similarity measurement for both
video and language modalities.

Spatio-Temporal Video Grounding
We also extend MMN to spatio-temporally localize action
tubes given queries to further show its generalization ability.
We find that MMN is even more effective on the HC-STVG
dataset due to its smaller scale, where our additional super-
visions are very important for limited annotations.
Adapting MMN to the STVG task. We adopt a two-stage
method for this task: In stage 1, we first detect human bound-
ing boxes by Faster R-CNN (Ren et al. 2015) and link
them to be candidate tubes following ACT (Kalogeiton et al.
2017); then we use CSN (Tran et al. 2019) to extract 1024-d
RoI features for each bounding box to form a feature se-
quence per candidate tube. In stage 2, we use our MMN to
temporally refine the candidate tubes with proper adaptation.
There are several candidate tubes (as feature sequences) gen-
erated in stage 1 in each video, while temporal grounding
only have one feature sequence per video. Thus, we gener-
ate a 2D moment map for each candidate tube, yet there is
only one positive moment per video selected by the highest
vIoU globally and all the rest moments including other 2D
moment maps are negatives. The IoU regression branch also
uses the scaled vIoU as the groundtruth. As a result, vIoU-
based supervisions will automatically guide our MMN to
find the right tube and the appropriate temporal refinement
and we do not need to design complex evaluation module

Method m vIoU vIoU@0.3 vIoU@0.5

2D-TAN + WSSTG† 15.43 19.83 6.81
STGVT† 18.15 26.81 9.48
STVGBert 20.42 29.37 11.31
Yu et al. 30.02 − −
Tan et al.‡ 30.40 50.40 18.80
Our stage-1+2D-TAN 22.83 36.07 16.96

Our stage-1+MMN 30.32 49.02 25.56

Table 9: Performance comparison on HC-STVG val set. †use
smaller training set, values reported in (Tang et al. 2020).
‡uses an ensemble of 10 models.

(e.g., transformer (Tang et al. 2020)) to select the right can-
didate tube to be refined.
Performance Comparisons. In Tab. 9, our MMN shows
significant performance gain over some baselines or re-
cently proposed transformer-based methods, e.g., 2D-
TAN+WSSTG (Chen et al. 2019), STGVT (Tang et al. 2020)
and STVGBert (Su, Yu, and Xu 2021). Our MMN also
shows notable performance gain over 2D-TAN (Zhang et al.
2020d) on the same candidate tubes generated from our
stage 1. Finally, our method outperforms some competitive
opponents (Yu et al. 2021; Tan et al. 2021) which use strong
multi-modal pre-training models (e.g., LXMERT (Tan and
Bansal 2019) or MDETR (Kamath et al. 2021)) and ranks
first in the HC-STVG challenge of the 3rd PIC workshop1.
In contrast, cross-modal interaction modeling in our method
is solely achieved by our MMN and no multi-modal pre-
training model on extra large-scale video datasets is used.

Conclusion
In this paper, we propose the Mutual Matching Network
(MMN) in the metric-learning prospective for temporal
grounding. Particularly, we first propose to use the auxil-
iary task of mutual matching which asks the model to se-
lect the correct sentence in a constructed negative sentence
set for video moments in addition to existing supervisions.
By leveraging the powerful textual negatives, more discrim-
inative features for both modalities are learned by cross-
modal mutual matching. Moreover, inter-video negatives in
temporal grounding are effectively exploited for the first
time in our method. With this simple, effective and efficient
framework, we achieve state-of-the-art performance on four
challenging video grounding benchmarks: Charades-STA,
TACoS, ActivityNet-Captions, and HC-STVG.
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